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•  Concentrated calorie 
source for gaining 
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•  Energy source for 
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losing fat while 
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•  A cooking agent 
for frying foods 
healthfully.
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In 2016, at age 60, Don Huebel 
attained the best shape of his 

life. His outstanding physique landed 
him on the cover of the Parrillo 
Performance Press. Don was a protégé 
of another Parrillo cover man, Carl 
Adams. “My approach to training and 
nutrition were dramatically altered 
when I met Carl Adams, a Maryland-
based bodybuilding expert.” Carl was 
a longtime Parrillo supplement user 
and a Parrillo training advocate. “Carl 
is a genius when it comes to nutrition. 
He showed me the ABCs of real 
bodybuilding, precision nutrition. the 
expert use of regular food, targeted 
supplementation, hardcore training. 
Carl subscribed to John Parrillo’s 
approach: first and foremost, nutrition 
is the foundation of true bodybuilding. 
Without disciplined nutrition, there is 
no real bodybuilding.” Carl’s strategy 
was rooted in the Parrillo training 

John Parrillo's Performance Press

and nutritional philosophies. “I was 
introduced to all things Parrillo by 
Carl Adams.” Carl made his bones as 
a highly sought-after personal trainer, 
known for his nutritional expertise. 
Don explained. “I am a lifelong trainer. 
I have been working out for 30 years. 
It wasn’t until I crossed paths with Carl 
that I realized how critical nutrition 
was. Carl was an expert at combining 
hardcore training with Parrillo-style 
nutrition to create lean muscle mass.” 
Don proved an apt student. After 
attaining this awesome peak at an 
age others are studying retirement 
home brochures, Don’s shoulders 
began bothering him. In 2017 at age 
61, the pain dramatically increased 
as his shoulder mobility dramatically 
decreased. What had been nagging 
minor nuisances that he could brush 
off or power through were now the 
cause of excruciating pain.

By 2018, Don could not raise his left 
arm without a thunderbolt of pain 
shooting up his arm. He had to do 
something. “I would experience sharp 
pain when moving the arm in certain 
directions. I could no longer do the 
shoulder press, chest press, triceps 
push down. By 2018, my shoulder 
discomfort was continual and too 
painful to continue.” What finally 
drove Don to seek medical help was 
the shoulder discomfort had morphed 
into an inflamed state so severe it now 
kept him up at night. “If I would roll 
or move a certain way while sleeping, 
I would feel as if I had been shocked 
by a taser: getting a good night’s sleep 
became nearly impossible.” Impeding 
on his sleep was the final straw. “I 
finally agreed to have a shoulder 
reconstruction procedure done.” Don 
had the extensive surgery performed 
on his left shoulder in October of 

Don Huebel
Triumphant at 66

Overcoming heart surgery, two shoulder 
replacements, and a pandemic

By Marty Gallagher
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2018. “The surgeon warned me that it 
normally takes a full year for a regular 
person to fully recover from this type 
of procedure.”  After a successful 
surgery Don underwent and enforced 
eight-week layoff. He was given a 
clean bill of health and Don headed 
back to the gym. “Under the strict 
supervision of my physical therapist, 
I began training, but legs only. It 
was great to be able to anything.” 
Amazingly, just twelve short weeks 
after reconstructive surgery, Don 
was able to commence upper body 
training. His rapid recovery picked 
up steam. “Within six month of the 
surgery, by April of 2018, I was pain-
free and had regained normal use of 
my left shoulder.” While this was an 
important first step in Don Hubel’s 
post-60 life, there was one more 
major obstacle to overcome, “As much 
as I hated to admit it; and as much as I 
dreaded it, my right shoulder needed 
to undergo what my left shoulder had 
undergone.” 

Eighteen months later, in September 
of 2020, Don had his right shoulder 
rebuilt. “The second shoulder 
reconstruction was much easier: you 
know what to expect and what to do 
and not to do.” By March of 2021, 
Don Huebel had two rebuilt shoulders 
and felt great; he was ready to be 
unleashed. Don came out of the gates 
like gangbusters; he knew exactly 
what to do in order to regain the best-
of-all-time physique he’d attained in 
2016. In March of 2021, he started 
making up for lost time. “Part of my 
post-shoulder bodybuilding cardio 
regimen was pushing a weighted 
Sled. I had 100-pounds of barbell 
plates loaded atop the sled. Our 
procedure was to push the weighted 
sled 25-yards, turn and return to 
the starting line – incredibly good 
cardiovascular exercise. In May of 
2021 I was deep into my sled-pushing 
workout – when I suddenly could 
not catch my breath, something that 
had never ever been an issue. It was 
as if I had a giant belt around my 
chest cinched too tight!” Don, being 

that coached me thru the shoulder 
recovery periods and she is the one 
that had me use the sled which 
ultimately gave me the signal that 
something was wrong with my heart. 
Rebecca constantly treated me like 
one of her many 25-35-year-old 
clients, pushing, pushing, pushing 
me, and then complimenting me.” 
In addition to Rebecca’s invaluable 
assistance, in 2018 Don found a 
training partner. “For three and a 
half years I have been working-out 
with my 40-year-old nephew, Matt. 
It was an interesting turnabout: just 
as Carl Adams taught me my Parrillo 
ABCs now I taught them to Matt.” 
Bodybuilding nutrition, Parrillo-style, 
is subtle, sophisticated, it requires 
great attention to detail. “In order to 

teach Matt properly, I had to study up a 
bit myself: I reread the Parrillo Training 
Manual and the Parrillo Nutritional 
Program.” It is one thing to train right 
and eat correctly. It is quite another 
to explain strategies coherently and 
correctly. “I schooled Matt on the 
critical importance of nutrition, the 
foundation of bodybuilding. We trained 
together and were able to push each 
other, spot each other, do forced reps, 
drop sets, etc. I emphasized to Matt 
that hard training requires ample rest.” 
Don is a longtime Parrillo BodyStat 
user, “Carl used to administer BodyStat 
9-point skinfold caliper tests on me; 
now I do the same for Matt.” Real 
results were a testament to the two 
men’s efforts and the efficacy and 
effectiveness of the Carl Adams/John 

Parrillo approach, “When we began 
training together, Matt registered 
a 24% body fat percentile. Matt’s 
most recent body fat percentile 
was 12.5%.” Matt has muscled up 
and sliced his body fat in half. “The 
key for Matt was shedding the bad 
carbs, eating less, and working out 
nearly every day. Matt really took 
to the Parrillo nutritional approach 
and embraced the bodybuilding 
lifestyle.” 

When the pandemic hit, Don and 
Matt took matters into their own 
hands. “During the pandemic, when 
all the gyms were closed, Matt and 
I purchased quite a bit of fitness 
equipment. We transformed an 
area of my house into a very well-

a lifelong hardcore trainer, at first, 
blew it off. “Oh, I’m just not breathing 
properly.” When it occurred a second 
time and took him thirty-minutes to 
regain normalcy, Don reached out 
to a cardiologist. “I had blood tests, 
EKGs, Calcium Scoring tests, Nuclear 
Stress tests…I failed the calcium test. 
I passed everything else. The next 
step was a cardio catheterization. 
Everyone started freaking out when 
they discovered I had a 75% blockage 
in the Widow-maker artery. They 
rushed putting in a stint, a staple that 
reconstitutes a collapsed arterial wall. 

Within two hours of the surgery, I 
could take deep breathes on every 
breath. It was fantastic!” The good 
news got better. “Surgery occurred 
on Friday. I was medically released 
by my doctor to go back the gym 
the following week.” After two 
shoulder reconstructions, a heart 
stint that prevented a widow-maker 
catastrophic event, Don Huebel was 
healed and 100% ready. Just in time 
for covid. 

“I need to mention how important 
Rebecca Orr was. She is the one 

Don Huebel: Triumphant at 66
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After two shoulder reconstructions, 
a heart stint that prevented a widow-
maker catastrophic event, Don Huebel 
was healed and 100% ready.
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PROTEIN CHEW BARSCHEW BARS

•  High energy in a wrapper
•  Slow release carbohydrate source
•  Stay anabolic throughout the day

•  22 grams of protein per bar
•  17 grams of fiber per bar
•   Only 3 grams of Net Carbs and 130 Calories per Soft Chew bar
•  Contains 2 grams of CapTri® MCT Oil

•  20grams of high biological value protein
•  Perfect 60-40 ratio of carbohydrates to protein
•  Optimal post-workout “feeding”

•  Chews like taffy
•  20 grams of protein per bar

12 bars per box

$31.00 per box

Chocolate Cherry Cordial

Vanilla Créme

Toffee

Vanilla Chocolate Graham Cracker

Pecan Praline Peanut ButterChocolate

Strawberry Shortcake Peanut Butter Delight Fudge Brownie

Peanut Butter
Supreme

Graham CrackerFrench Vanilla Chocolate Almond 
Coconut

$35.00 per box

$40.00 per box

HIGH PROTEIN HIGH FIBER

PARRILLO

PARRILLO

TM

TM

TM

TM

$35.00 per box

To order, call 1-800-344-3404 or order online at www.parrilloperformance.com

equipped home gym. We trained hard 
and often.” Don was not about to quit 
fitness and bodybuilding on account 
of a mere worldwide pandemic. Now 
on the other side of the quarantine 
and isolation, Don Hubel is Hercules 
unleashed. He epitomizes persevering, 
overcoming, and eventually thriving 
in the face of adversity. As the old 
cliché goes, “That which does not kill 
me makes me stronger.” At age 66, 
Don has built an incredible physique 
for a man of any age. The obstacles 
thrown in his path, the reconstructed 
shoulders, a serious heart procedure, 
and a progress-impeding pandemic, 
his rate of progress and 2022 
physique are just short of miraculous. 
Mr. Huebel has managed to not 
just survive, he figured out a way 
to survive and thrive, to improve. 
“Luckily, I was in good shape heading 
into the various issues I faced.” 
Indeed, as John Parrillo once noted, 
“Strong people are resilient.” It feels 
strange to say, but we suspect that at 
age 66, Don Huebel will take his already 
outstanding physique to the next level.

Weekly Training Split

Monday Legs
Tuesday Chest
Wednesday Back, Biceps
Thursday Shoulders, Triceps
Friday  Legs  
Saturday Off
Sunday  Off 

I currently weigh 182-pounds, I stand 5’8.” I can now train as if I had never had 
shoulder issues. Amazing. I perform 20-minutes of intense cardio Monday thru 
Friday. My weight training is based on strategies Carl and I devised. I wanted to 
work to capacity without risking reinjuring my repaired shoulders.
 
Daily Meal Schedule

Meal 1  Parrillo 50/50 Plus™, CapTri® C8 MCT, banana 
Meal 2  ground beef, jasmine rice, green vegetable
Meal 3   chicken, jasmine rice 
Meal 4  ground beef, jasmine rice, green vegetable
Meal 5   egg whites, CapTri® C8 MCT 

I take an assortment of “Parrillo Pills” and “refuel” with clean calories and 
Parrillo supplements every 2-3 waking hours. CapTri® C8 MCT is a terrific source 
of clean calories. My diet will vary, depending on time of year and short and 
long-term goals.

Don Hubel is Hercules unleashed. He 
epitomizes persevering, overcoming, and 
eventually thriving in the face of adversity. 
As the old cliché goes, “That which does 
not kill me makes me stronger.”
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By John Parrillo

BAR HOPPING

Everyone loves nutrition bars, 
especially because they are so 

convenient. You can toss them in your 
gym bag, stash them in your desk 
at word, munch them in the car, or 
pack them for long hikes or tips. They 
also supplement your meals, plus 
contribute protein, calories, vitamins, 
minerals and more to your diet. At 
Parrillo Performance, we make 4 
different categories of bars, so that 
you can consume the right kind of bar 
for your individual requirements. 

Which Parrillo Bar Is Right For 
You?

I believe the first step in selecting 
a bar (or bars) is to define your 
nutritional requirements, based on 
your activity level and goals. Maybe 
you’re trying to build muscle, or 
boost your energy level for endurance 
activities. Or perhaps you need to 
trim body fat. All of these issues figure 
into your selection. Here are some 
guidelines to help you.

If You’re a Bodybuilder or Power 
Athlete…

The bodybuilders I work with have 

clamored for this product for years: 
a high protein bar that packs enough 
wallop to replenish nutrients lost 
during an all-out training session. 
With 23 grams of pure protein 
isolates and 29 grams of slow-release 
carbohydrates, the Parrillo Protein 
Bar™ sets a new industry standard for 
potency and taste. Plus, with a 60-40 

ratio of carbohydrates-to-protein, 
considered optimal for post-workout 
nutrient replenishment by nutrition 
experts. The Parrillo Protein Bar™ is 
the perfect formula. And how about 
taste? Parrillo Performance has struck 
the perfect balance between taste and 
potency, compromising on neither. 
The best time to use these bars is 

post-workout; the nutrient ratio helps 
create a hormonal environment that is 
conducive to muscle-building. 
 
If You’re an Endurance Athlete… 

Carbs are your body’s preferred fuel 
choice. You need additional carbs 
to drive your training, and Parrillo 
Energy Bars™ can fill the bill. These 
were developed after our experience 
working with a lot of national and 
international level athletes and 
helping them prepare for endurance 
events. What we found is that the 
athletes we work with need energy. 
Due to the strict dieting and high 
level of energy requirements, they 
wanted a portable source of high 
quality, energy producing nutrients. 
The Parrillo Energy Bar™ provides 5.5 
grams of energy producing CapTri® C8 
MCT. With 34 grams of a slow-release 
carbohydrates and 14 grams of high-
quality protein the Parrillo Energy 
Bar™ is just what you need. Perfect 
for a mid-morning snack, pre-workout 
energizer or just as a great source of 
nutrition when you are on the go. 

If You’re Missing the Nutrient 
Practically Everyone Lacks… 

Dietary fiber has been singled out 
by many recent studies as one 
of the major “underconsumed 
nutrients.” In its Dietary Guidelines 
for Americans 2010, the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and U.S. 
Department of Health and Human 
Services recommends an adequate 
intake of dietary fiber should be at 14 
grams per 1,000 calories, or stated 
another way 25 grams per day for 
women and 38 grams per day for 
men, with most Americans under 
consuming dietary fiber at only 
15 grams a day on average. Fiber 
deficiency raises the risk of weight gain, 
heart disease, constipation, cancer, 
among other serious conditions. 

Which is why I think you’ll love the 
High Protein High Fiber Soft Chew 
Bar™: it’s got a delicious soft and 

chewy texture, plus it’s packed with 
protein and fiber! In fact, one bar 
provides 13 grams of fiber. Eat two a 
day and you’re close to meeting that 
all important daily requirement. It has 
only 6g of Net Carbs and less than one 
gram of sugar. With only 150 calories, 
this delectable bar is a great portable 
snack when you’re on the go or you 
just need to satisfy your sweet tooth.

If You’re Trying to Lose Fat and Lean 
Out…

Calories and other nutrients are 
important to consider when choosing 
a bar. The Parrillo Protein Chew 
Bar™ chews like taffy, giving you that 
chewing satisfaction while minimizing 

calories. It contains 19 grams of 
protein and only 160 calories which 
fills the needs of those who require a 
smaller caloric intake per meal. Our 
High Protein High Fiber Soft Chew 
Bar™ (see above) is also a great choice 
if you’re reducing body fat – it’s filling 
thanks to the satiating effect of added 
fiber and protein, plus it is our lowest 
calorie bar.  

An important consideration: Use the 
bars as supplements to your diet. You 
need the nutrition specified in the 
Parrillo Nutrition Program. If you’re 
eating bars instead of real food, you’re 
missing out on nutrients your body 
really needs.
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By Jim Ferreri
Lever Golf Baby!

While I was hitting golf balls 
at a local range one day, I was 

approached by a Golfer. He asked me 
what I was doing to hit the ball so far. I 
explained that I had invented A Swing 
Technique called Lever Golf. I gave him 
a brief description and told him what 
I charged. He said he could not afford 
it at the time, but he had a friend that 
could. The following week I saw him 
at the driving range again. After a brief 
conversation, he called his friend. His 
friend showed up about a half-hour 
later. The friend was at my house and 
learning Lever Golf within the next 
hour. 

Today, Big Rob and Little Rob are Lever 
Golfers and my personal friends. That 
is what Lever Golf does; it makes 
friends out of strangers. Keeping in 
mind, I still was not teaching Lever 
Golf to Little Rob. Then one day, I saw 
Little Rob at the driving range. He was 
going to quit golfing that very day. I 
couldn’t let that happen, So, I offered 
him a significant discount. He took me 
up on the offer and is now the biggest 
supporter of Lever Golf.

When I started working with Little 
Rob, His swing rivaled Charles Barkley. 
He could not break 110 and had no 
idea where the ball was going. Five 
lessons and two years later, he now 

shoots in the eighties and hits tour-
level golf shots. When hitting balls at 
the range or playing a round of golf 
with Little Rob, you will hear him say, 
“Lever Golf Baby!” Little Rob is now 
the golfer at the range, hitting balls 
over that same net.

Like most golfers, he has a full-time 
job, family responsibilities and little 
time to practice or play. That is the 
difference between a traditional 
golf swing and Lever Golf. Lever Golf 
allows you to live your everyday life, 
show up at the driving range or golf 
course, and know you brought a swing 

with you. The real difference was that 
Little Rob noticed the little Italian guy 
hitting 280-yard drives.  Life happens; 
I get it. Once you have committed to 
Lever Golf, you are a part of the Lever 
Golf community.

I recently had a lever golfer call. I saw 
his name come up and was presently 
surprised. The first words out of his 
mouth were, “you are a genius.” He 
went on to explain that he had personal 
issues that came up and that he had 
gone to the driving range and hit his 
first bucket of balls in three years. He 
explained it was as if he never stopped.

Lever Golf is here to support golfers 
and offers an easy swing technique 
that will stay with you. Lever golf 
offers a different level of fun and 
confidence never thought to exist in 
the game. If you are frustrated, want 
to quit, or get better, do yourself a 
favor and contact Jim at 859-652-
1545 or go to levergolf.com.

Remember: if you are not doing 
Lever Golf, you will get beat by 
someone who is.

Inside Lever Golf
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There is an old cliché, “The 
Pioneers get the arrows.” 

The crux of this cliché being that 
truly revolutionary inventions and 
innovations are never welcome. 
Revolutionary ideas always threaten 
current mainstream ideas, gurus, and 
products. Revolutionary ideas and 
true innovators do not confirm current 
popular ideas and products, they 
overthrow them, they replace them. 
Authority figures seek to dismiss and 
disrespect any upstarts that challenge 
the status quo they champion and 
profit from. This phenomenon occurs 
in art, sport, life, and business. And 
it occurs in bodybuilding. In the 
early 1980s widespread coverage 
of John Parrillo’s strategies and 
philosophies sent shock waves 
through the entrenched bodybuilding 
establishment; they were having 
none of Parrillo or his radical ideas. 
John’s ideas punched holes in all the 
prevailing bodybuilding orthodoxies, 
be it in nutrition, supplementation, 
or weight training. Bodybuilding 
experts ridiculed and resisted 
Parrillo’s inclusion of stretching 
and cardio into the bodybuilder 
protocol. He championed aerobics 
when the rest of the bodybuilding 
community despised cardio. John 
Parrillo’s brand of cardiovascular 

exercise was not Richard Simmon’s 
Dancing to the Oldies, Parrillo cardio 
was high-intensity, mitochondria-
building, take-no-prisoners cardio, 
cardio that prefigured the modern 
aerobic bootcamp. Parrillo explained 
the strategy. “Cardio, done right, i.e., 
intensely, often, and fasted, burns 
body fat. Cardio, done right, spikes 
the metabolism. The metabolism 
stays elevated for hours afterwards. 
Cardio, done right, coordinated with 
a disciplined nutritional strategy, is 
indispensable in the quest to attain 
maximum leanness.” The Parrillo 
approach reexamined every aspect of 
the bodybuilding process.

The growth cycle: Parrillo’s 
unique approach towards weight 
training flew in the face of then-
current resistance training methods. 
When Parrillo’s philosophies first 
began making waves, the prevailing 
progressive resistance strategy was 
to use pee-wee poundage and pump-
pump-pump those little (never to 
grow bigger) muscles until the cows 
came home. John Parrillo had been 
the Ohio State powerlifting champion 
in the 181-pound class and had 
seen the massive physiques of the 
gargantuan powerlifters. He noted 
that these men used a limited number 
of exercises, favored low-rep sets, 
and used bar-bending poundage. 
Equally profound, Parrillo noted 
that powerlifters ate tremendous 
amounts of food, which was critical 
for the muscle growth process. 
These bear-like powerlifters would 
sleep like hibernating bears, thereby 
completing the growth cycle: blast 
the muscle to smithereens in a 
hardcore hypertrophy-inducing weight 
training session, consume copious 
calories in the workout aftermath, 
sleep deep and long, attaining 
deep REM that maximizes growth 
hormone release. “I expropriated 
powerlifting’s reverence for lower 
rep sets, stressing core exercises. 
These men continually sought to add 
poundage to the competitive lifts. 
They backed up the lifting with loads 

I would have become a supplement 
maker.” Another cliché: necessity is 
the Mother of Invention. The more he 
immersed himself into the nutritional 
supplementation business, the more 
need he saw for new products. The 
original Parrillo Product lineup was 
astounding: the venerable Hi-Protein 
powder™ became the industry gold 
standard for combing potency with 
taste. Pro-Carb™ enabled glycogen-
loading for bodybuilders and 
endurance athletes. CapTri® C8 MCT 
introduced the world to supplemental 
MCTs. The Parrillo Energy bars™ were 
an instantaneous hit from day one 
onward. The “Parrillo Pills” filled in 
the nutritional gaps and crevices that 
invariably arose in food diets. The 
potency and taste of those original 
Parrillo Products made them an 
instant hit. The elite athletes led the 
way: those in the know beat a path to 
Parrillo’s door to obtain these potent 
products – the incredible taste was an 
extra added bonus. All the elements 
of the Parrillo bodybuilding matrix 
were blended and balanced: hardcore 
weight training, fascia stretching, 
intense and constant fasted cardio, 

of calories. I broadened the training 
menu and cleaned up the content 
of the foods the powerlifters ate. I 
switched out dirty calories for clean 
calories.” It takes a whole lot of clean 
calories to equal an equal number 
of “dirty” calories. John sought to 
obtain additional clean calories 
via nutritional supplementation. 
Naturally, John’s heavily researched, 
science-based approach towards 
nutrition and supplementation 
caused the entrenched mainstream to 
experience a collective freak out.

The Parrillo Matrix: The 
supplements of the early 1980s 
were weak and anemic. And no 
one noticed. All protein powders in 
the 1960s, 70s, and thru the early 
80s, were made with estrogenic soy 
protein, a worthless, incomplete 
protein. “I was drawn into the 
supplement business mostly 
out of frustration with what was 
available. I had a lot of ideas for new 
supplements. The ones on the market 
were just not doing the job. Had 
there been really amazing products 
available back then, I don’t know if 

By Duke Nukem

Building the Metabolism: The core Parrillo Principle

How to create a metabolic bonfire

John Parrillo's Performance Press

John Parrillo’s brand of cardiovascular 
exercise was not Richard Simmon’s Dancing 
to the Oldies, Parrillo cardio was high-
intensity, mitochondria-building, take-no-
prisoners cardio, cardio that prefigured the 
modern aerobic bootcamp.

the venerable Hi-
Protein powder™ 
became the industry 
gold standard for 
combing potency 
with taste.
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Building the Metabolism: The core Parrillo Principle

high-protein/high-calorie/clean calorie 
eating, multiple meals, the expert use 
of targeted supplementation. Parrillo 
showed how to advantageously 
accelerate the human basal metabolic 
rate, the BRM, the bodily thermostat. 

Building the Metabolism, step 
by step: An accelerated metabolism 
is a wonderful thing to possess. 
Why? When your caloric breakeven 
point is low, body fat is created and 
accumulated with great ease. When 
your caloric breakeven is high, your 
jacked-up metabolism burns calories 
like gasoline thrown on a blazing 
fire. Parrillo pointed out that intense 
exercise accelerated the BMR. “Mild 
exercise has a mildly stimulating effect 
on metabolism. Intense exercise has 
a dramatic effect.” High-intensity 
weight training does not burn calories 
at the same rate as aerobic exercise, 
however, hardcore weight training 
causes the metabolism to spike like 
a rocket during the training session 
and then stay elevated long after 
the training session is over. The 
Parrillo approach to aerobic exercise 
takes it right to the limit. “Aerobic 
exercise need be done with maximum 
effort. Exerting to this degree has 
a maximally stimulating effect on 
the metabolism and simultaneously 
creates new mitochondria in 
the working muscles. Additional 
mitochondria are highly desirable: 
mitochondria are cellular blast-
furnaces constructed in response to 
intense and extended cardiovascular 
effort. By increasing mitochondrial 
density within a muscle, you improve 
and reset that muscle’s genetic 
potential.” Intense weight training 
spikes the metabolism (and builds 
muscle,) intense cardio exercise spikes 
the metabolism (and burns body fat.) 
Parrillo took metabolism-building one 
step further; he identified foods (and 
created supplements) that spiked the 
metabolism.

Nutritional Thermic Values: 
when consumed, food or drink creates 
body heat. The degree of heat created 

and a portion of fiber carbohydrate. 
These hard-to-digest nutrients require 
the metabolism “gear up.” Now 
add to these highly thermic foods, 
the highly thermic CapTri® C8 MCT, 
the Parrillo MCT supplement. The 
Parrillo bodybuilder in amping the 
metabolism every time he eats a food 
meal drizzled with CapTri® C8 MCT. 
The protein, MCTs, and especially the 
fiber, combine to slow down digestion 
and fire up the digestive system.

How to build a metabolic 
bonfire: building the metabolism 
is analogous to building a bonfire. 
The ideal fire uses dry hardwood, 
wood that burns hot and thoroughly. 
Clean, dry hardwood is analogous to 
clean calories. Dirty calories would be 
green, wet wood, wood that burns 
poorly and leaves partially burnt logs, 
analogous to body fat. A bonfire, 
made with the driest hardwood, 

is directly proportional to how difficult 
or easy it is for the body to break 
down, digest, and distribute the 
nutrient. Certain foodstuffs are easy 
on the digestive system, they barely 
cause a ripple on the food “thermic 
value” chart. Not coincidentally, 
those foods and drinks that have 
a low thermic value spike insulin 
through the roof and convert with 
ease into body fat. Hard-to-digest 
foods require the body to “gear up” 
to break down fiber carbs and dense 
protein foods. Eat natural, complex 
carbohydrates in combination with 
protein and fiber to dampen the 
insulin spike associated with the 
starch. Food combining manages 
insulin secretions. Starch carb eaten 
alone create a much higher insulin 
response. High (lean) protein intake 
and high fiber intake are constant in 
the Parrillo nutritional methodology, 
regardless, if the bodybuilder is 
building mass or getting ripped. 
Supplementally, Parrillo took pioneer 

starts off small, with kindling. When 
a bodybuilder becomes serious, he 
cleans up the caloric content and 
begins consuming small “Parrillo 
Meals” spaced equidistantly 
throughout the day. Atop the Parrillo 
meals, drizzle CapTri® C8 MCT. Add 
small branches as the kindling flames 
grow larger. Finally, larger logs fuel 
the now-raging fire. The bodybuilder 
systematically increases the overall 
caloric content of each clean meal. 
Each succeeding week, the bonfire 
grows. As ever larger clean meals 
are consumed, the metabolic 
bonfire grows hotter and larger. If a 
bodybuilder ingests clean calories 
six times a day, that equates to 42 
metabolic “nutritional jolts” per week. 
Add the big jolts received from daily 
fasted cardio (seven weekly jolts) 
and add the jolts obtained from five 
weight training sessions. Fifty-plus 
times each week the metabolism is 

jolted, amped up, accelerated, from 
either clean calories, MCTs, or intense 
physical exercise. Once you attain the 
“metabolic sweet spot,” stay there! 
As long as you “stay in the pocket,” 
you will reap gains at an accelerated 
rate. There are no “cheat days” in 
the Parrillo protocol. Eight hours of 
bad eating and you have just thrown 
a cords-worth of green, wet logs on 
top of your metabolic bonfire. John 
Parrillo discovered decades ago that 
the sustained adherence to “the 
bodybuilding lifestyle,” and skillful 
combining of Parrillo-style nutrition 
(and supplementation) with hardcore 
exercise creates a metabolic bonfire. 
Take this revolutionary knowledge 
and expropriate it for your own use. 
This core Parrillo Principle, building 
the metabolism, is (arguably) the 
most profound principle of them all.

arrows for introducing a lipid, a fat, as 
a nutritional supplement. The experts 
moaned, “Who in their right mind 
would want to take supplemental 
fat!? We are trying to get the fat out 
of our diet!” Parrillo calmly pointed 
out, “Not all fats are created equal. 
Long-chain triglycerides, LCTs, are 
the dietary culprit. Another lipid, 
medium-chain triglycerides, MCTs, are 
not only benign, but beneficial. Unlike 
LCTs, MCTs, because of their unique 
molecular structure, build muscle and 
create energy.” The thermic value 
of MCTs is off the chart. “Think of 
MCTs as high-octane aviation fuel, or 
nitromethane used to power 4,000 
horse-power quarter-mile dragster 
Funny Cars. MCTs are incredibly 
combustible.” MCTs, preferentially 
oxidized, have a stimulating effect 
on the metabolism. The Parrillo 
nutritional template emerged: high-
calorie, high-protein, clean-calories, 
multiple meals. Each Parrillo Meal 
would contain a portion of protein 

What's your story?
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story.
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Spider Curls

Evening Primrose Oil™

Recipe Spotlight

Question & Answer

Exercise Spotlight

Supplement of the Month

Mexican Bean Dip

Calories: 35
Protein: 3g
Fat: .1g
Total Carbs:  7g 

Fiber: 4g
Sodium: 313mg
Phosphorous: 58mg
Calcium: 102mg

Iron: 4mg
Potassium: 961mg
Vitamin A: 10717 IU
Vitamin C: 32mg

Food of the Month

Swiss Chard

• Recent research has shown that Swiss chard is
 especially good at moving minerals from the soil up
 into its leaves, providing us with remarkable mineral
 benefits when we enjoy the large leafy portions of
 this vegetable.

• Choose chard that is held in a chilled display as thiswill 
help to ensure that it has a crunchier texture and

 sweeter taste. Look for leaves that are vivid green
 in color and that do not display any browning or
 yellowing.

• Add zest to omelets and frittatas by adding some
 boiled Swiss chard.
Nutritional Information for: Swiss Chard, Chopped, 
boiled, 1 cup 175g

• 200 g. pinto beans
• 150 g. finely chopped tomato
• 4 tbsp. CapTri® C8 MCT
• 1/2 tsp. chili powder
• 1/2 tsp. cumin

Puree beans in food processor or mash with fork. 
Add rest of ingredients and continue to blend.

Variation: Add 1 clove garlic, 50 g. minced onion and 
some finely chopped chili pepper to taste. Substitute 
kidney beans for pinto beans.

Performance Points

• Lean over the bench so that your arms point 
straight out.

• Use the strength of your triceps to pull the weight 
back into position

• Stay tight

Tips &
Tidbits

Question: Would it be ok to slack off a bit on my diet when I 
don't have a competition coming up?

Answer: Follow the Nutrition Program year round. So 
many bodybuilders falsely assume that getting fat in the 
off-season, then rigorously dieting to get ripped for their 
next contest are the best ways to achieve the ultimate 
physique. In reality, this practice results in very little gain 
in muscle. Instead, it simply increases body fat. Not only is 
this unhealthy, but it also hinders the metabolism. That's 
because body fat burns much fewer calories than muscle 
burns. When you start cutting down, those fat cells stay, 
making it harder to displace the body fat that has formed. 
And as I mentioned earlier, cutting back on calories only 
causes the body to lose hard-earned muscle.

This exercise is similar to the preacher curl, except 
that you lean over the bench so that your arms 
point straight down as you begin the exercise. In this 
position, your torso is parallel to the floor.

Curl up, keeping your arms tight. Squeeze hard in 
the contracted position. Then lower the weight 
slowly, using the strength of your triceps. An 
excellent isolation exercise for biceps, spider curls 
are more difficult to do than preacher curls. Add 
them to your arm routine for extra intensity.

Your body needs certain special fats just like it needs vitamins and minerals. 
These special fats are called Essential Fatty Acids. People who diet hard and 
long and try and go fat-free often suffer nasty side effects from EFA deficiency: 
itchy, flaky skin, hair loss and short-term memory loss. Parrillo Performance 
recognized the need for a product that counteracts problems associated with 
severe dieting. The Parrillo Performance solution is Evening Primrose Oil™ a 
concentrated source of Essential Fatty Acids. EFAs keep joints lubricated, hair 
and skin healthy, and brain neurons firing correctly. Each 1000mg gel cap 
contains 30iu’s of vitamin E, 100mg of Gamma Linolenic Acid and 760mg of 
Linoleic Acid. Take one to three capsules daily.
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lateralis. Close stance leg presses and 
hack squats will target this part of 
your quads, as will leg extensions with 
your toes pointed inward toward the 
centerline of your body (don’t go as 
heavy in this style or your knees won’t 
be happy).

Work your abs and calves
The abdominals are at the very center 
of your physique, so it will serve you 
well to work and develop them. Once 
you are very lean, it’s obvious who 
did and didn’t pay their dues with 
ab training. Likewise, the calves are 
often neglected and underdeveloped 
in bodybuilders. They should be in 
proportion to the thighs. I suggest 

There’s been a change blowing 
in the wind since the NPC and 

IFBB introduced the Classic Physique 
division in 2016. Now you hardly meet 
any newer trainers who want to get 
huge at all costs and be called ‘freak’ 
or ‘beast.’ Instead, legions of young 
men strive for a more aesthetically 
pleasing look that emphasizes shape, 
proportion, and symmetry over raw 
mass. Here are 6 guidelines to follow 
if you too want to build your own 
classic physique. 

Build wide lats
All truly ‘classic’ physiques have a 
shape and structure I refer to as ‘the 
X-frame.’ This means wide lats and 
shoulders, a narrow waist, and flaring 
quads. For the first step, wide lats, put 
plenty of work into wide-grip chin-ups 
and standard-grip lat pulldowns to the 
front. Your upper back can never be 
too wide!

Build wide shoulders
Next up, hammer those medial 
deltoids! Presses are fantastic for 
overall mass, but they tend to target 
mostly the front delts. The side heads 
need to be hammered with variations 
of lateral raises: dumbbells, machine, 
and cable. Get those side heads nice 
and round so those caps are wide!

Keep a tight waistline
The middle of the X-frame is your 
midsection. You must not allow it 
to grow and expand into what is 
currently known as a ‘bubble gut.’ 
Don’t stuff yourself with food. Instead, 
eat more frequent, moderate-
portioned meals. Practice vacuums on 
an empty stomach at least once every 
day. And if you find certain exercises 
like deadlifts are causing your obliques 
to grow and bulge, stop doing them!

Focus on quad sweep
Big thighs alone are worthless unless 
they have ‘outer sweep,’ which comes 
from development of the vastus 

6 GUIDELINES FOR A CLASSIC PHYSIQUE

By Ron Harris

Facebook: Ron Harris Writer
Instagram: ronharrismuscle

Nutritional Treats!Nutritional Treats!

TM

TM

Available in Maple and Banana Flavors

Available in Plain Shortbread and 
Chocolate Shortbread Flavors

Available in Vanilla, Chocolate and Spice 
Cake Flavors

Available in Vanilla, Chocolate, Peanut 
Butter and Cream Cheese Flavors

Available in Chocolate Flavor

• High Protein, Low Carb
• Low Sodium
• Great Option for Contest Dieting

• Incredible Taste!
• Packed with 13 grams of protein per serving
• Only 5 Net Carbs

• Great with the Parrillo Hi-Protein Cake & Cupcake 
Mix™!

• Packed with 12 grams of protein per serving
• Great Option for Strict Dieting (Sweet Tooth Cure)

• Quick and easy to make in the microwave or oven!
• 4 grams of protein per brownie
• Only 1.4g Net Carbs, 0g Sugars

•  Great on Parrillo Hi-Protein Cake, Contest Brownies, 
and more!

• Quick & Easy to make, just add water and stir
•  Each serving contains 12g of Prebiotic Fiber, only 20 Calories, 

and 0g of sugar

To Order call: (800)344-3404
or online: ParrilloPerformance.com

•  Packed with 6 grams of protein per cookie
•  Only 1.7g Net Carbs, 0g Sugars
•  Great Option for Contest Dieting

hammering them three times a week 
with both high and moderate reps and 
a full range of motion on all reps.

Stay lean!
Finally, no one is going to be able to 
appreciate the beauty and aesthetics 
of a physique if it’s covered in a thick 
blanket of adipose tissue. Eat clean 
and keep up your cardio so you can 
always see clear abs and muscle 
separation. You don’t have to stay 
in contest condition year-round, but 
you should never be so far off that it 
would take you more than 12-16 weeks 
to be totally sliced and diced. Being 
lean showcases the true shape of the 
muscles you work so hard to build!
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Are lateral raises a waste of time?

Liquid aerobics

Running and recovery

Vacation from training?
Pre-workout energy drink alternative

BY IRON VIC STEELE

Hello,

I have a training partner that is crazy 
about lateral raises. He is our leader, 
the most experienced trainer with the 
best physique. He has successfully 
competed in bodybuilding. Anyway, 
he says that overhead pressing is 
“overrated” and lateral raises are a 
“far better” shoulder builder. Maybe 
for him. He doesn’t do any overhead 
pressing. I have been training with 
this guy for close to two years and 
my shoulders have gone backwards. I 
want to add some overhead pressing, 
I will probably slip them in when I am 
not training with these guys. Am I a 
despicable traitor?! Everyone on the 
planet says overhead pressing is the 
King of shoulder exercises – except the 
guy I train with.

Sam, Little Rock

No, I’m with you. Some guys fall in 
love with certain exercises and do a 
disproportional amount of the favored 
movement. Instead of working 
on weaknesses, they continually 
play to their strengths. Your leader 
loves laterals and irrationally 
proclaims them the King of shoulder 
movements. This fellow’s love affair 
with laterals is to your shoulder 
detriment. A lot of bodybuilders (me 

BrownieContestBrownie
mix™

enjoy deliCious, 
ChoColate 
brownies even 
while preparing 
for a Contest!

Actual photo of finshed product

The most common lateral raise 
mistake is to use dumbbells that 
are way too heavy and use way 
too skimpy a range-of-motion.
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Iron Vic Speaks!

included) have a tough time making a 
mind-muscle connection with lateral 
raises. The most common lateral 
raise mistake is to use dumbbells 
that are way too heavy and use way 
too skimpy a range-of-motion. This 
turns lateral raises into some sort of 
dip-and-heave exercise that might 
impress onlookers but does nothing 
for building the side heads of the 
deltoid, the targeted muscle. Probably 
the best technical advice I ever 
heard on how best to perform side 
lateral raises was from multi-time Mr. 
Olympia Frank Zane, “Raise the (light!) 
dumbbells to shoulder height. Before 
lowering the two bells, perform a 
motion with the bells that resembles 
‘pouring tea out of a tea kettle.’” 
Zane raised pee-wee dumbbells till 
they were parallel to the floor. He 
then tilted each bell forward before 
lowering. And he got a hell of a lot 
more out of that technique than 
the boneheads heaving a pair of 80s 
upwards six inches. I would most 
definitely sneak off and press: front 
press, behind-the-neck-press, seated 

dumbbell press, standing dumbbell 
press, hit them hard – plus use the 
new delt raise technique. Buckle up 
for the best shoulder gains of your life. 
Give him all the credit.

Vic Steele,

I saw your Q&A regarding swimming 
as cardio. You mentioned that 
swimming, done right, could be the 
ultimate aerobic exercise, this due to 
lack of stressful impact on joints and 
swim stroke versatility. I am a decent 
swimmer, but a periodic recreational 
swimmer. I never used swimming as 
an exercise. When swimming you 
don’t sweat – so deprived of dry-land 
cardio intensity benchmarks – how 
can you tell if you are getting a decent 
cardio workout in the pool? 

Roz, Huntington Beach

You can either swim as recreation or 
you can swim as exercise. You can 
huff and puff while swimming, it just 
feels different than on dry land. How 

do you know if you are working hard 
enough in the pool? The barometer 
is no longer sweat, the benchmark 
becomes exertion – you most 
certainly can swim so vigorously that 
your muscles tie-up. I would never 
speak for John Parrillo, but I would 
speculate that he would suggest, 
cardio swimming, swimming as 
exercise, should strive to attain a pace 
that has the swimmer tooling along 
just below the point where oxygen 
debt forces the swimmer to stop. 
While you will not be sweating during 
or after an intense swim session, you 
most certainly will experience fatigue 
and exhaustion if you go hard enough 
and long enough. No doubt about it, 
swimming can be kick-ass cardio, in 
the right hands, done right. There is 
no more body-friendly aerobic format 
than exerting while suspended in 
water. Go hard, really push, exert, turn 
swimming into exercise! I will say it 
again, under the right circumstance, 
swimming is the optimal aerobic 
format: it is the most body friendly. 
And, as you mention, there are an 
unlimited number of ways to propel 
yourself through the water. This 
variety allows for every body part 
to participate in the cardiovascular 
effort. Whereas John Parrillo has 
bodybuilders switch between 
cardio devices during an aerobic 
session (“spreading the effort”) the 
swimmer can change stroke patterns 
continually.

Hello –

With the onset of good weather, I am 
really getting into outdoor running. 
4-5 times a week I will run three miles 
at as fast a pace as I can manage. 
I always seek to better my current 
personal best and I sweat like crazy! 
My diet has been tight, my body fat 
percentile has plummeted (BodyStat) 
from 17% to 11% over the last four 
months. My bodyweight has dropped 
from 215 to 203. I am hitting the wall. 
I want to get to 195-pounds I thought 
about “stacking” Parrillo supplements, 
aimed specifically at assisting my 

running – I need better recovery as 
I also lift weights 3-4 times a week. 
After a run on a really hot day, I smell 
ammonia in my sweat-drench shirt. 
You indicated that this (ammonia 
smell) was problematic. I am ready to 
get to a 9% body fat percentile, which 
would be my best ever, this at age 49.

Roger, Taos

You could use some supplemental 
turbocharging. The ammonia smell 
betrays the presence of urea. When 
ketones fuel the body, burned carbon 
skeletons of amino acids can create 
ammonia by-products. Ammonia is 
toxic when converted to urea. Unless 
aspartates are present, the body 
cannot detoxify waste products. 
This creates the ammonia smell in 
your sweat. If ammonia is present in 
the body, it halts energy production 
within the cell. There can be no fat 
burning. Among serious trainees 
(like you) this can be a common 
occurrence. John Parrillo created Max 
Endurance Formula™ specifically to 
introduce supplemental aspartates 
that neutralizes ammonia. In addition 
to taking Max Endurance Formula™, 
super-compensate before running. 
John worked with elite cyclists and 
delved deeply into “preloading,” 
carb-loading, before heading into a 
competition or an extended aerobic 
training session. He identified the 
nutrients depleted during the session 
and then front-loaded exactly those 
nutrients. Pro-Carb™ is an obvious 
choice. John would have endurance 
athletes drink a Pro-Carb™ shake 
before, and again immediately after, 
a sweaty, effective, aerobic training 
session. Why not complete the 
effort by washing down 2-3 Liver 
Amino Formula™ tablets? Each tablet 
is loaded with B-vitamin, blood-
enriching heme iron and contains 1.5 
grams of protein. Parrillo suggests 
2-3 Muscle Amino™ capsules, pure 
branched-chain amino acid, to spare 
muscle tissue. By super-compensating 
heading into, and again coming out 
of, a blistering running session, both 

performance and recovery improve to 
a dramatic degree.

Mr. Vic,

Do you ever stop training? My wife 
(who doesn’t train) accuses me 
of being an obsessive-compulsive 
because I will find a gym to train at 
when we go on vacation. I also will 
take an early morning run, weather 
permitting. I do not impose any of my 
stricter eating on her or our teenage 
kids. I feel better and act nicer after I 
train. I think I will hold my ground on 
this and not be talked out of vacation 
fitness. 

Ronny, Glenmont

I make it a point never to get involved 
in interpersonal relationships. 
However, a song lyric of Bob Dylan’s 
comes to mind, ‘some care not to 
come any higher, rather get you down 
in the hole he is in.’ I used to train 

like a demon and diet down before 
going on vacation, then, on vacation, 
I would create an “anabolic burst” 
by eating big and often (and sleeping 
like a hibernating bear.) I would get 
back on the straight and narrow once 
back from vacation. I would add ten 
pounds of lean muscle in 5-7 days. I 
loved (and still do) early morning runs 
on the beach. Incredible cardio. I like 
to finish a sweat-drenched beach run 
with a leap into the ocean, followed 
by eating at an incredible, high-end 
breakfast buffet. There are a lot of 
trainees like yourself that love going 
to a local gym while vacationing. 
I made it a point to never try and 
maintain some sort of ultra-strict 
dieting during vacation season. Take 
care of business before vacation. 
Hope it works out.

Good Afternoon,  

I had a question about energy 
drinks. Most of the serious lifters and 

John Parrillo's Performance Press

I made it a point to never try and 
maintain some sort of ultra-strict 
dieting during vacation season. 
Take care of business before 
vacation. Hope it works out.

...under the right circumstance, 
swimming is the optimal 
aerobic format: it is the most 
body friendly. 
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CapTri® C8 MCT 
Butter Flavor CapTri® C8 MCT 
Max Endurance Formula™
Enhanced GH Formula™
Advanced Lipotropic Formula™
Joint Formula™
Bio-C™
Natural-E Plus™
Liver Amino Formula™
Mineral-Electrolyte Formula™
Muscle Amino Formula™
Ultimate Amino Formula™
Essential Vitamin Formula™
Creatine Monohydrate Formula™
Calcium Pyruvate
Evening Primrose Oil 1000™
Fish Oil DHA 800 EPA 200™

Pro-Carb Powder™
Vanilla, Chocolate and Strawberry

Hi-Protein Powder™
Vanilla, Chocolate, Peach, Strawberry and Banana

All-Protein Powder™
Milk Flavor

Optimized Whey Protein™
Vanilla Malt, Chocolate Malt and Strawberry Malt

50/50 Plus Powder ™
Vanilla, Chocolate, Milk and Orange Cream

Chocolate Fix Protein Powder™
Chocolate Almond Coconut and Chocolate Cherry Cordial

Parrillo Protein Bars™
Vanilla Créme, Fudge Brownie,
Strawberry Shortcake and Peanut Butter Delight.

Parrillo Energy Bars™
French Vanilla, Peanut Butter Supreme, Chocolate Almond Coconut, 
Chocolate Cherry Cordial and Graham Cracker.

Parrillo Protein Chew Bars™
Vanilla and Chocolate Graham Cracker

Parrillo High Protein High Fiber Soft Chew Bars™
Chocolate, Pecan Praline, Toffee and Peanut Butter

PB for MCT™
Instant Hi-Protein Low Carb Pudding™

Chocolate and Vanilla
Hi-Protein Pancake & Muffin Mix™

Maple and Banana
Hi-Protein Cake & Cupcake Mix™

Chocolate, Vanilla and Spice Cake
Protein Frosting Mix™

Vanilla, Chocolate, Peanut Butter (Allergen-Free) and Cream Cheese
Contest Cookie Mix™

Plain and Chocolate Flavored Shortbread
Contest Brownie Mix™ (Chocolate)
High Fiber Chocolate Syrup Mix™

Nutrition Program
Nutrition Manual, Food Composition Guide, 30 Diet Trac Sheets
CapTri® Manual, CapTri® Cookbook, Supplement Guide, and 450g Deluxe Food Scale
Training Manual
Proper Exercise Techniques, Special Fascial Stretching and High Intensity Routines
BodyStat Kit
BodyStat Manual, 12 BodyStat Sheets, and Skinfold Calipers
Performance Package
Nutrition Program with BodyStat Kit
Total Performance Package
Training Manual, Nutrition Program, & BodyStat Kit 
CapTri® Cookbook
Strict recipes using CapTri® C8 MCT to make your food taste great!
John Parrillo’s Performance Press™
12 Monthly informational-packed issues (US)
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Iron Vic Speaks!

Health and Vitality through 
Exercise and Nutrition

High Thermogenic Energy Source
High Thermogenic Energy Source
Nutrients for Hard Training
Nutrients for Endocrine Function
Nutrients for Fat Metabolism
Nutrients for Healthy Joints
Vitamin-C with Bioflavonoids
100% Natural Vitamin-E
Power Packed Protein with Heme Iron
Nutrients for Electrolyte Balance
Nutrients for Muscle Growth
Nutrients for Hard Dieting
Nutrients for Vitality
Boosts Muscular Energy Stores
Calcium Supplement
Essential Fatty Acids
Essential Fatty Acids

Clean Carbohydrate Energy Source

Outstanding Functional Protein

Incredibly Versatile High Efficiency Protein

High Biological Value Protein

Protein and Carbohydrates for Workout Recovery

Protein drink for chocolate lovers

 
Portable 60/40 Nutrition

High Powered Nutrition

Chews Like Taffy

Soft and Chewy Texture

Protein Packed Peanut Flavored Spread
High in Protein, Low in Carbs

Great Taste, Guilt Free

Great for Strict Diets

Delicious with the Parrillo Cakes and Cupcakes

Try this on Contest Brownies!
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bodybuilders where I train guzzle 
Energy drinks, they swill them all the 
time – the gym trash can is always full 
of them! I have tried several of these 
concoctions and I cannot stand the 
taste or the after-effects – they make 
me jittery – is there a more natural 
alternative?

Ari, San Mateo

These drinks are designed to 
artificially jolt the central nervous 
system with a barrage of chemical 
neuro-stimulators. The Parrillo 
alternative can be found on page 
379 of the Parrillo Sports Nutrition 
Guide™, in an essay entitled, Pre-
Exercise Supplementation, John 
Parrillo outlined his strategy for 
improving pre-workout energy 
and results. “Three hours before 
training, consume a carbohydrate-
rich food meal. I suggest, depending 
on your size and bodyweight, the 
food meal include 100-300 grams 
of carbohydrate. The three-hour 
lead time allows time for the carbs 
to be digested, distributed, and 

assimilated, all before the training 
session. I recommend that 30-minutes 
prior to training, consume a Parrillo 
Energy bar™ and take 5-8 Max 
Endurance Formula™ capsules. 
Max Endurance™ is loaded with 
inosine (a nutrient that improves 
oxygen assimilation,) ferulic acid and 
magnesium, plus aforementioned 
potassium aspartates. Immediately 
before training, mix a Pro-Carb™ 
shake, adding a dose of creatine 
monohydrate and a tablespoon of 
CapTri® C8 MCT, the Parrillo energy 
boosting MCT oil. The Pro-Carb™/
creatine/CapTri® C8 MCT combination 
covers a lot of nutritional bases. 
After a body-shattering training 
session, be sure and drink a 50/50 
Plus™ replenishment shake (half high 
BV protein/half glycogen-restoring 
maltodextrin carbohydrate.) This 
approach amps energy naturally. Use 
supercompensation heading into a 
session and recovery-accelerating 
nutrients post-workout. This way you 
have all your energy/recovery bases 
covered coming and going. 

TM

Ingredients: Parrillo Protein and Amino Acid Blend 
(Whey Protein Isolate, Calcium Caseinate, Glycine, 
L-Glutamine, L-Leucine, L-Isoleucine, L-Valine), 
Natural and Artificial Flavors, Titanium Dioxide, 
Dipotassium Phosphate, Sucralose (A Non-Nutritive 
Sweetener).



WE WANT TO SHARE YOUR SUCCESS STORY!WE WANT TO SHARE YOUR SUCCESS STORY!

Heather Picken
June 2022 Featured Athlete

You can help inspire and 
motivate other readers to get 
where they want to be! Just 
e-mail high resolution photos 
to graphics@parrillo.com to 
get started.

Health and Vitality through 
Exercise and Nutrition

Parrillo Peformance 6200 Union Centre Blvd. Fairfield, OH 45014 www.ParrilloPerformance.com
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